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UND to address marketing woes

President Kennedy proposes solutions for lack of identity at UND
Mark R. Kennedy

UND President
One of the most consistent messages that I have
received in recent months as
I have intensely listened to
a broad cross section of the
University of North Dakota
Community is the need to
better market to prospective students, define our
brand, communicate with
the UND community and
get our message out to the
media, public officials and
the general public. As we
take steps to address these
priorities, it is essential that
we leverage the benefits of
One UND.
In response, I am initiating several steps that will
bolster our marketing and
internal
communications
focus directed by Sol Jensen,
Assistant Vice President of
Enrollment Services, while
simultaneously redoubling
our media and public affairs efforts directed by Peter Johnson, Interim Vice
President for University and
Public Affairs.
Marketing and Creative Services. Sarah Nissen, Director of Marketing
and Creative Services, a
key member of Sol Jensen’s
team, will lead a centralized
marketing team to serve the
strategic marketing and creative needs for UND. This
team of professionals will
provide direction and vision
for the institutional integrated marketing and communication plan, along with

managing UND’s brand and
identity guidelines.
Website Upgrade. Sarah
Nissen will be spearheading an effort to upgrade
the UND website, including making it responsive/
platform aware (adjusting
screen content depending
on whether accessed by a
computer, tablet or smartphone) and enhancing online landing pages designed
to encourage prospective
students to complete their
applications. Rapidly developing these important capabilities is essential for UND
to ride the digitization
wave washing over higher
education. Students today
are more likely to use their
smartphones to research
universities and apply. To
ensure that UND continues
to attract the best students,
it is imperative that we make
it easy for them to do so using these devices.
Branding. As we move to
upgrade our shared web site
and other marketing collateral, it is essential that our
brand be sharply defined
and consistently executed.
Toward this end, Carrie
Huwe, Marketing and Creative Services Art Director,
will be assisting Sarah Nissen in administering brand
and identity guidelines and
compliance for UND. Carrie and her team will recommend and create visual designs and communications
promoting UND’s brand.
Derick Stoulil, Assistant

Nick Nelson/The Dakota Student

President Mark Kennedy speaks to the media after being confirmed to be the next UND President.

“the most consistent messages...the need to better market
to prospective students, define our brand, communicate with
the UND community and get our message out to the media,
public officials and the general public.”
Athletic Director, Marketing; and Breanna Linert,
Licensing Coordinator, will

Mark Kennedy
UND President

have a dotted line reporting
relationship to Carrie as it
relates to branding.

UND Today. To ensure
that the UND community
is better informed as to the

many positive things that
are happening on campus,
the rationale behind campus decisions, the positive
impacts enabled by support
from the State of North Dakota and donors, and the
extraordinary scholarship of
our faculty, I have asked Sol
Jensen to form a team to develop and deliver a bi-week-
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Another week, another dance

JLG Architects hosts 3rd annual street dance despite rain

David Owen
The Dakota Student
As seems to be the tradition with The Dakota Student, we have yet another
one last street dance and
festival downtown, this time
sponsored by JLG Architects.
JLG, a prominent development company in Grand
Forks and the greater I-29
Corridor has been a prominent part of the community and the state of North
Dakota for the past decade,
winning dozens of awards
for design and started the
street dance as a celebration
of their 25th anniversary.
This dance has now entered
its 3rd year and compliments
the already existing festivities surrounding the Potato
Bowl.
Furthermore, while JLG
Architects has traditionally
been well loved and praised
by the city, they have recently become the center of
some controversy, as a result
of their hand in plans to remove the Arbor Park in favor
of a new apartment complex.
This year, the street
dance, held in Town Square,
was opened by Fargo/Moorhead based Ska Shank Redemption, and headlined for
the third consecutive year by
The Fabulous Armadillos, a

Minnesota cover band who
has performed across the
Midwest and internationally. While the Ska genre is
seldom represented in North
Dakota, the band performed
well and managed to nearly perfectly emulate their
sound in the studio live, a
significant accomplishment.
Furthermore, the band
sounded more pop based
than punk, and resembled
Less Than Jake artistically.
As for The Fabulous Armadillos they were more of a
traditional 80s rock cover
band with some pop mixed
in, and their vocalist Pamela
McNeil is one of very few
who can cover both Heart,
and Merry Clayton in the
same concert demonstrating significant vocal power
and range. While the music was obviously the most
important part of the show,
the food and wine was also
prominently featured.
As per usual it seems that
there isn’t a street event in
Grand Forks without Rhombus Guys showcasing their
locally brewed beers in the
form of a beer garden, and
at this street dance they
showcased four of their newest creations. The Rhombus
Guys beer was particularly
hoppy this around, especially in their new Oktober-
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Alley Stroh/The Dakota Student
Members of Ska Shank Redemption performing at JLG Rock the Streets concert in downtown Grand Forks on Friday September 16, 2016

fest brew, and it is always a
delight to try the freshest
and newest beers in Grand
Forks. For the less adventurous, there was the standard
fair with canned Bud Light,
Miller Light and Red’s Apple
Ale. Lastly, for the wine lover, Helix Wine & Bites was
also present offering a wide
variety of both red and white
wine to ensure there was the
perfect beverage for everyone
at this event.
Food, on the other hand,
was far more limited. As I

3rd Parties Denied
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have discussed in the past,
placing the musical offerings away from the restaurants puts you at the mercy
of whatever vendors happen
to be available, and in this
case we were limited to one
option, Wild Hog Smokehouse.
As a result of the light
rain throughout the day, it
was difficult for the cooks to
adequately prepare the barbecue, which caused the barbecue to come out as an unusually substandard product,

get wet. Furthermore, this
severely reduced turnout,
as the venue never reached
more than half capacity, with
many leaving before the first
band even began their set.
Overall, the dance was a
solid addition to the Potato
Bowl festivities and JLG architects has created a wonderful tradition.

lacking consistency or flavor,
which forced people to be
dealt a surprise, as Wild Hog
barbecue sandwiches are
usually quite the treat.
The street dance also
had one unfortunate problem that was beyond its
control, inclement weather.
Throughout the entire day,
rain continued to fall which
soaked all of the seating options, and due to the lack
of overhead covering meant
if you wanted to attend the
dance you were going to

David Owen is the news editor
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
dowen123455@yahoo.com
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Miaoqian Liu (left), Dr. Ronnie Ingle (center) and Dr. Joel Pugh (right) perform at the Josephine Campbell Recital Hall to welcome
President Kennedy

Connor Johnson
The Dakota Student
The University of North
Dakota’s Music Department
welcomed President Mark
Kennedy and his wife in a
recital concert Friday.
The recital, held in the
Josephine Cambell Recital
Hall of the Hughes Fine

Weather
Report

Tuesday
73 / 52
Partly Cloudy

Wednesday
65 / 47
AM Cloudy
PM Sunny

Thursday
65 / 50
Partly Cloudy

Arts Center, lasted an hour
and featured the faculty of
the Music Department, part
of the College of Arts and
Sciences. While staff recitals
are a common feature in the
Music Department, this was
the first one in the history of
the program to be featured as
an inaugural event.
Ronnie Ingle, Professor
of Trumpet at UND for 10
years, credits Nariaki Sugiura, Assistant Professor of
Piano and world-renowned
player, for the idea of welcoming the 12th UND President. According to Ingle,
each song for the recital was
chosen by the individual
professors, and organized by
Simona Barbu, the showcase
coordinator who also played

the cello in the concert.
“We did our own thing,
and she put it all together”,
said Ingle. Katherine Norman Dearden, the Chair of
Music Department, had said
the final OK, and welcomed
the audience at the beginning of the recital.
Ingle performed the first
song in the program with the
“Dakota Brass” trio, along
with Miaoqian Liu on the
horn and Dr. Joel Pugh on
the trombone. The other faculty who played or sang during the recital, in no particular order, were Suna Gunther
and Anne Christopherson as
sopranos, Royce Blackburn
as baritone, Keith Teepen accompanying Sugiura on piano, Lisa Bost-Sandberg on

the flute, Thomas Anderson
on guitar, Scott Sandberg
on saxophone, and Mr. Michael Blake on the marimba
playing with James Popejoy
on the vibraphone (the only
electrical instrument in the
program).
Some highlights of the
program were the duet of
Barbu on the cello and Sugiura on the piano, Sugiura and Sandberg’s “Urban
Impressions” piece, Christopherson’s take on “Metropolitan Scat”, with Mr.
Teepen on the piano, which
drew laughter and applause
from many present, and
the explosive piano finale
by Sugiura, playing “Superstar Etude No.1” with both
hands and, amusingly, his

left foot smashing away on
the keyboard. Afterwards,
cake was served at the reception across the hall, with audience members and players
talking with the President
and the First Lady.
The next program will be
the First Student Showcase
at 2pm on Friday, September
23 in the Recital Hall. Other
information can be reached
by contacting Simona Barbu
via email.

Marketing Council Membership includes:
Sarah Nissen—Marketing
& Creative Services (Chair)
Dr. Timothy Pasch—
Communication
Program,
Arts and Sciences
Dr. Jennifer Stoner—Department of Marketing, Business and Public Affairs
Brandon Beyer—Student
Government
Andrew Marsh—student
Milo Smith—Alumni Association & Foundation
Derick Stoulil—Athletics
Deb Austreng—Engineering & Mines
Jessica Sobolik—Medicine
& Health Sciences
Laura Arneson—Business
& Public Affairs
Rob Carolin—Law
Henry Borysewicz—Aerospace Sciences
Justin Fraase—Extended
Learning
Naomi Hansen—Graduate Studies
Jake Chaput—Nursing &
Professional Disciplines

Arthur's Barn Dance
9pm-1am
Friday, September 23 2016

Silverado
Admission $10.00

2 miles north of Arthur, ND on #18
967-8354

Melissa Burdick—Education & Human Development
Emily O’Brien—Center
for Innovation
Derek Walters—EERC
Tera Buckley—Marketing
& Creative Services
Jennifer Swangler—Marketing & Creative Services
Carrie Huwe—Marketing
& Creative Services
Barry Brode—University
& Public Affairs
Susan Caraher—University & Public Affairs
Peter Johnson—University
& Public Affairs
Sol Jensen—Enrollment
Services
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digital publication called
UND Today. My goal is that
the journalistic quality of the
articles contained in this newsletter will rival that of any other
publication.
To spearhead this effort,
David Dodds will be serving as
its Interim Editor. Brian Johnson, Richard Larson, Kaylee
Nesdahl, and Jan Orvik will
also join the team as writers.
University and Public Affairs. Peter Johnson, Interim
Vice President for University
and Public Affairs, will work
closely with me to intensify
our efforts to raise UND’s profile in the media, not just here
in North Dakota, but also nationally. With the approaching
legislative session, we will also
be working closely to make the
case for UND in Bismarck and
in Washington. Susan Caraher
will be assisting Peter with media and public affairs matters.
The Ceremonies and University Events staff and the TV
Center will continue to report
to Peter.
Weekly Messaging Meet-

ing. To leverage resources across
the university and harmonize
our messaging, I will participate
in a weekly messaging meeting,
including Peter, Sol, Sarah, David and Barry Brode.
Marketing Council. To enable broad input into key decisions that will drive a more
tightly integrated approach
to our messaging activities, I
am directing the formation of
a Marketing Council that includes senior marketing representatives from all units. This
captures the beneficial synergies
available only by acting in unison as One UND. As all units
of the university will be required
to adopt a common content
management system and global
navigation for the website, it is
imperative that they have input
into decisions made in advancing the common system.
As branding standards will
be more tightly enforced, all
units should have input into
clarifying those standards. In
order for UND Today to reflect
the many positive events and
outcomes happening across the
university, the marketing staff
of every unit will be called upon
to provide content and story
ideas for the publication. This
provides a new channel for each
unit to get their message out to
the entire campus community.
With the concurrence of
my Cabinet, I am therefore
asking Sarah Nissen to form a
Marketing Council, consisting
of senior marketing representatives from each college and center, as well as the UND Alumni
Association and Foundation, to
provide a forum for such input.
(Marketing Council membership listed below)
Finally, I would like to acknowledge the assistance of Dr.
Timothy Pasch, Associate Professor of Communication, with

Vitoria Faccin:
vitoria.faccin@und.edu

BUSINESS
Autumn Graber:
autumn.graber@und.edu
701.777.2678

> The Dakota Student
reserves the copyright privilege for all stories written
and published by the staff.
Permission must be given
by the Editor to reprint any
article, cartoon, photograph
or part thereof.
> The Dakota Student is a
student-operated newspaper
published by the University
of North Dakota.

Connor Johnson is a staff
writer for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
connor.johnson@und.edu

Marketing Council members announced
Staff Report
The Dakota Student

Graphic
Design

the above marketing efforts.
During these times of restricted budgets, it is imperative
that our remaining resources
be focused on actions that will
bring more students to the
UND family and to do so with
optimum efficiency. Successfully executed, our investments
in marketing will generate more
funds for all in the form of increased tuition dollars, while
our investments in communications will address the information deficit so many have
brought to my attention.
Thanks to all those engaged in helping us to enhance
our overall messaging – to Sol,
Sarah, and Carrie for taking on
added responsibility, to David,
Brian, Richard, Jan, and Kaylee
for taking on new challenges,
to Peter and Susan for their intensified focus on external audiences, and to all those who will
be asked to participate in the
Marketing Council.
Working together, these
changes can take us closer to
realizing our vision to be the
premier flagship university in
the Northern Plains that is the
chief opportunity engine for
North Dakota and its citizens.

> Opinions expressed in
this publication are not
necessarily those of UND
or the administration, faculty, staff or student body
of UND.
> The Dakota Student is
published every Tuesday
and Friday during the academic year except during
holidays, vacation breaks
and exam periods.
> The Dakota Student is
printed at Grand Forks Herald., on FFC Certiﬁed paper
using soy-based inks.
> The Dakota Student welcomes feedback regarding
articles and photographs,
and prints corrections for
articles containing factual
errors.
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The Dakota Student is looking
for talented writers to apply for
next semester.
Join a team dedicated to bringing
the news to the
UND campus
DAKOTASTUDENT.
COM
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UND Mortar Board receives Gold Torch Award
Staff Report
The Dakota Student

Mortar Board National
College Senior Honor Society
has presented a Gold Torch
award to the Quo Vadis chapter at the University of North
Dakota.
The Gold Torch is a national distinction conferred
annually upon the most outstanding chapters of Mortar
Board.
Recipients excel in all areas of chapter operations while
promoting scholarship, leadership and meaningful service to
their institutions.
“We are extremely proud
of our Gold Torch chapters,”
said Mortar Board’s national president, Abigail Diehl.
“Their members set the bar for
excellence as scholar-leaders on
their campuses, and their innovative programming positively
impacts their communities
throughout the year.”
UND chapter president
Holly Mitzel, Grand Forks,
accepted the award at the Society’s national conference,
which was held in Indianapolis. This year, only 36 chapters
took home the Gold Torch.
Mortar Board, Inc., is a national honor society that recognizes college seniors for their
achievements in scholarship,
leadership and service, provides opportunities for continued leadership development,
promotes service to colleges
and universities and encourages lifelong contributions to
the global community.
Since its founding in 1918,
more than a quarter of a million members have been initiated at 231 chartered chapters
across the country. Mortar

Photo courtesy of UND news

UND Mortar Board chapter president Holly Mitzel (right) receives the Mortar Board Gold Torch from UND chapter advisor and section coordinator Kristi Okerlund, who works fulltime as UND’s coordinator of new student and parent programs.

Board provides opportunities
for continued leadership development, promotes service to
institutions of higher learning
and encourages lifelong contributions to the global community. Mortar Board is proud to
claim numerous industry lead-

ers, university presidents, bestselling authors, professional
athletes, award-winning actors
and top government officials
among its members.
Notable members include
NFL quarterback and philanthropist Drew Brees (Purdue

University, 2001), nationallyknown speaker David Coleman (Bowling Green State
University, 1982), former Director of the National Science
Foundation Rita Colwell (Purdue University, 1956), Golden Girls star Rue McClana-

han (The University of Tulsa,
1956), U.S. Army Installation
Management Director John B.
Nerger (Northwestern University, 1978), author and subject
of the film 127 Hours Aron
Ralston (Carnegie Mellon
University, 1997), astronaut on

the Challenger Judith Resnick
(Carnegie Mellon University,
1971), Politician and educator
Condoleezza Rice (University
of Denver, 1974) and WNBA
basketball star Katie Smith
(The Ohio State University,
1996)

UND celebrates 51st Potato Bowl

Festivities occur all across campus in celebration of agricultural and athletics
David Owen
The Dakota Student

The 51st Potato Bowl occurred this week, and Grand
Forks, North Dakota pulled
out all the stops in its annual
celebration of the agricultural
powerhouse that is the Red
River Valley. The Potato Bowl
started all the way back in
1956 when the the two largest potato growing regions of
the country met in a football
game on a cold September day.
Although the University of
North Dakota no longer plays
against Idaho, the name stuck,
and the tradition has carried on
to this day.
This year, there were three
major events associated with
the Potato Bowl, the Hugo’s
Golf Tournament, the French
Fry Feed, the Kem Shrine Parade and the annual football
game.
On Wednesday, the Potato Bowl kicked off with the
annual golf tournament. This
year, a record number of teams
attended the tournament hoping to dethrone last years team
and win the prestigious trophy.

Nick Nelson/The Dakota Student
The UND Pride of the North marching band performing during the Potato Bowl Parade

The French Fry Feed continued the festivities on Thursday, with more than 10,000
people in attendance, and is
billed as the world’s largest

French Feed, with upwards
of two tons being consumed
by hungry residents of Grand
Forks. Additionally, there was
a free concert, a wide variety

of stands and a whole slew of
inflatabled.
After the French Fry Feed,
there was a day off from scheduled events, but festivitives

resumed on Saturday with the
Kem Shrine Parade. The parade this year returned to Demeers Avenue and traveled all
the way to East Grand Forks,

as opposed to last year’s popular University Avenue route.
As with every year the parade
served as a whose who among
Grand Fork’s business and organizations, ranging from political campaigns to President
Kennedy and his wife Debby
making an appearance. Among
the more noteworthy floats,
there was one with a helicopter
on the back and a float for next
years music festival Kick’N Up
Kountry. Furthermore, multiple marching bands performed
for the bowl including both
the UND Pride of the North
and local high-school bands.
After the parade there was
of course the annual football
game between the University
of North Dakota and University of South Dakota, in which
UND won a double-overtime
game 44-47.
For more coverage on the
French Fry Feed, or the Football game, please refer to pages
seven and ten respectively.

David Owen is the news editor
for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
dowen123455@yahoo.com
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Presidential debates, democrats and republicans

Third party candidates fail to secure a place on the stage

VS.
Photos courtesy of pixabay.com

Hillary Clinton, Democratic Party Presidential candidate

Liz Kacher

the dakota student

Third party candidates
Gary Johnson and Jill Stein
were officially told by the
nonpartisan Commission
on Presidential Debates
they wouldn’t be joining
Donald Trump and Hillary
Clinton for the first presidential debate at Hofstra
University on Sept. 26, and
their running-mates will
not be in the vice presidential debate on Oct. 4.
The Commission on
Presidential Debates (CPD)
announced the 2016 Nonpartisan Candidate Selection Criteria in a public
release on October 29,
2015, in which they clearly
define the criteria to qualify for participation in the
presidential debates. The
commission sets the criteria in accordance with
Federal Election Commission Regulations, which
require a debate sponsor to
make its candidate selection decisions based upon
“pre-established, objective”
criteria.
The commission has

three criteria candidates
must meet in order to qualify for the debates. The candidate must be constitutionally eligible to be president,
have achieved ballot access
in enough states to theoretically win an Electoral College majority in the general
election, and has demonstrated a minimum of 15
percent support in five selected national polls: ABCWashington Post; CBS-New
York Times; CNN-Opinion
Research Corporation; Fox
News; and NBC-Wall Street
Journal.
While Johnson and
Stein successfully met the
first two criteria, they failed
to demonstrate the 15 percent support required to
participate. The commission reported that Hillary
Clinton polled at 43 percent, Donald Trump at 40.4
percent, Gary Johnson at
8.4 percent, and Jill Stein at
3.4 percent.
Since
Clinton
and
Trump met the criteria required to participate in the
first debate, their runningmates are automatically
qualified for the vice presi-

Gary Johnson, Libertarian Presidential candidate

Photo courtesy of cnn.com

dential debate on Oct. 4.
Public opinion shows that
Clinton and Trump have
the support needed to potentially win the election.

Donald Trump, Republican Presidential candidate

voices during the course of
the general election. They
considered the debate an
opportunity to revitalize
their campaigns and obtain

Photo courtesy of time.com

criteria set to qualify for the
debates.
The 2016 Nonpartisan
Candidate Selection Criteria, released almost a year

election, as that’s the beauty
of democracy.
However Johnson and
Stein should be held to the
same requirements Clinton

e
t

F
m
r
t

Jill Stein, Green Presidential candidate

The exclusion is a major
setback for the struggling
campaigns of both Johnson
and Stein. The third party
candidates argue that voters
deserve to hear alternative

the exposure needed to win
in the general election.
Being excluded from the
presidential debate didn’t
come as a shock to Johnson.
On Friday, he issued a statement criticizing the CPD’s
decision, and argued that
the commission was skewed
in favor of the two party
system.
“I would say I am surprised that the CPD has
chosen to exclude me from
the first debate, but I’m
not,” Johnson said. “After

t
F
l
t
Photo courtesy of usatoday.com
o
a
before the first debate, dis- and Trump are to qualifyn
cusses the purpose of the for the debate. The CPDw
criteria used for candidate won’t look past their failurew
to meet the required crite-r
selection.
“The purpose of the ria to participate and theyg
criteria is to identify those shouldn’t. The third party
candidates whose support candidates simply did notr
from the electorate places generate enough support too
them among the candidates qualify.
t
However, Clinton and
who have a realistic chance
of being elected President Trump shouldn’t consider
of the United States,” CPD the third party candidates
Director Dorthy Ridings ‘out of the way’ by any
explained. “The realistic means. The commission
chance need not be over- said that they will be rewhelming, but it must be evaluated for future debates

“While Johnson and Stein successfully met the first two criteria, they
failed to demonstrate the 15 percent support required to participate.”

Liz Kacher
The Dakota Student

Photo courtesy of pixabay.com

all, the Commission is a private organization created 30
years ago by the Republican
and Democratic parties for
the clear purpose of taking
control of the only nationally-televised presidential
debates voters will see. At
the time of its creation, the
leaders of those two parties
made no effort to hide the
fact that they didn’t want
any third party intrusions
into their shows.”
Claiming partisan bias
because of the exclusion
from the first presidential
debate doesn’t surpass failure to meet the criteria set
by the commission. Third
party political affiliation
does not overrule a candidate’s failure to meet the

more than theoretical.”
Johnson and Stein’s current polling percentages
indicate they have not generated enough support to
have a genuine chance of
being elected in November.
In spite of the popularity of
each third party candidate
increasing in recent weeks,
the failure to meet the 15
percent threshold indicates
that their chance of being
elected are extremely minimal.
Why should Clinton
and Trump be required to
meet certain requirements
that Johnson and Stein
aren’t?
Johnson and Stein both
deserve to see their campaigns through until the

using the same criteria. If
their numbers improve, the
third party candidates and
their running-mates could
still be invited to participate in the second and third
debates.
Although the exclusion
from the first debate denied
Johnson and Stein the exposure to the national audience they had hoped for,
both candidates have voiced
their commitment to showing the voters an alternative
to the major party candidates.

Liz Kacher is a staff writer for The
Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
mary.kacher@und.edu
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Immigration, a means of economic growth
sean cleary
the dakota student
The slowdown in North
Dakota’s economy over the
past year and a half has presented the state with a variety of issues to address, but
some challenges are different than others.
Even with the economy
tapering off from the explosive growth during the
oil boom, unemployment
is still very low in the state.
It was 3.1 percent in July,
which compares to 4.9 percent nationally. Earlier this
year it was reported that
North Dakota has one of
the highest labor participation rates in the entire
country.
In August, Job Service
ND reported that there are
14,000 job openings in the
state. While this is down
close to 10 percent from the
previous year, it still shows
that there is work for people
in North Dakota. There are
frequent reports in the media of certain sectors that
perpetually struggle to fill
jobs in this state; these vary
across sectors and required
levels of education.
The approaches to help-

ing boost the state’s workforce are multifaceted; as
someone who is currently a
part of the higher education
system here, I understand
the role it should play in
creating a skilled and educated workforce in the state.
However, one dynamic
I would like to briefly address given the attention it

qualified workers, whether
they are working as cashiers,
electricians, nurses or software engineers. This would
have been a great benefit to
the state during the years
of the oil boom when there
were more jobs than could
possibly be filled by people
in North Dakota, and it
would still be beneficial as

at stores, build homes, and
go out to eat, participating
in the economy in a variety
of ways just like any other
American. Most academic
research suggests that immigrant workers complement native-born workers
who are already working
here, although there is not
a clear cut consensus on the

and crime.
The lack of action from
Congress on immigration
reform and the constant
overreaching by the Obama
administration attempting
to act unilaterally has created an environment of uncertainty, and uncertainty
in public policy is seldom
good for anyone. Addition-

“There are economic benefits to having more immigrants come to the United
States if the system is managed in a smart and targeted way.”

Sean Cleary
The Dakota Student
has received on the national
scale is immigration reform.
From a very fundamental
perspective, improving our
immigration system in the
United States would benefit
both North Dakota and the
country as a whole.
From a very fundamental perspective, allowing
more workers to come to
North Dakota would help
employers in the state find

things have slowed.
One of the main concerns when it comes to immigrant workers — at least
from the perspective of economics — is that they will
displace American workers.
In this regard, many
people seem to view immigrants as people who only
take jobs, when in reality,
they are also consumers and
taxpayers. Immigrants shop

topic.
Most of the debate over
the immigration system this
election cycle has been on
illegal immigration, and
while candidates have made
their arguments — some
more compelling than others — about the economic
benefits and drawbacks of
immigration, most of the
focus seems to be on concerns over national security

ally, it created space for
Donald Trump to rise to
national prominence, making his name on calling immigrants “rapists and drug
dealers,” promising to build
a wall, deport millions of
illegal immigrants and restrict future legal immigration.
There are economic
benefits to having more
immigrants come to the

United States if the system
is managed in a smart and
targeted way. Some of the
concerns that have been
raised over the national security, criminal and cultural
implications will need to be
a column for another time.
Trump has said he will
boost economic growth to
historic proportions; this
will take more than just
deregulation and tax cuts.
The North Dakota economy, along with the rest of
the country, would perform
better if our immigration
system were more conducive to allowing people in
who want to work here.
We need an immigration system that is enforceable, fair and recognizes the
benefits immigrants can
bring to the country. This
doesn’t mean we need to
have “open borders,” but it
is certainly different than
fear mongering, threatening
to deport millions of millions and sealing America
off from the world.

Sean Cleary is a copy editor for
The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
sean.d.cleary@und.edu

New escape room in Grand Forks starts a “pandemic”
emily gibbens
the dakota student
After being in Grand
Forks for a couple of years,
my friends and I have started
running out of unique things
to do in town. We’ve gone

never made it down to Fargo
to give it a try.
An escape room is a reallife adventure game. The
players get locked in a room
and have to use clues in the
room within an hour to de-

of apartments, so we had to
do a little exploring to find
the actual room. When we
found it, we were greeted by
co-owner and creator of the
Grand Forks Escape Room,
Tyler Bauman. Bauman was

“With eight people, which is the maximum, in the room, my team
had to try and use logic and reason to find the antidote before we were
all quarantined because of the disease.”

to the Northern Air Family
Fun Center to play trampoline dodgeball, we go out to
the movies often, we’ve gone
outdoor ice skating, but we
are always on the lookout for
new things to do. That’s why
when I heard Grand Forks
was getting their first escape
room, I was pretty excited to
give it a try.
I first heard about escape
rooms when Fargo opened
one in July 2015, and although it intrigued me, I

Emily Gibbens
The Dakota Student
feat the game.
The Grand Forks Escape
Room’s theme is “Pandemic.”
With eight people, which is
the maximum, in the room,
my team had to try and use
logic and reason to find the
antidote before we were all
quarantined because of the
disease.
The escape room entrance was pretty easy to find,
but it is located in a large
building that contains other
businesses, a café, and floors

very friendly and more than
willing to chat with us while
we waited for our 10 p.m.
timeslot to roll around. Bauman owns the room with his
fiancée, and they recently
moved to Grand Forks from
Fargo to open their business.
Their grand opening was on
Aug. 4, but the time and creativity that went into creating the scenario, making sure
every little detail was perfect,
and building the actual room
must have taken some time.

When our time slot began, we were put into a small
room that looked like a science lab. We had very little
instruction on what to do
besides find the antidote,
and if you need to use a clue,
hold the clue card up to the
camera. Each clue equals five
minutes taken off the time.
We ended up using all five of
our clues, and each time we
held up the board, a small
hint would appear on the
same TV screen that the 60
minutes were ticking down
on.
With eight people locked
in a room, the game gets very
intense. Towards the end of
the hour we were all yelling,
panicking, and sweating, almost as if we were actually
infected by some sort of pandemic.
Unfortunately,
we
couldn’t pull ourselves together in time to find the
antidote to save the world,
but we came pretty close.
When our time was up, Bauman came into the room to
explain and show us the little
things we missed and forgot

to put together. After about
twenty minutes of questioning him on every last detail
of the room, we took a group
picture and went on our way
still feeling energized and excited.
My entire team agreed
that the escape room was one
of the most interesting and
fun things we have ever done
in Grand Forks. Not only was
it fun, but it forced us to use

yet, it is definitely worth the
$28 ticket. I went in with
high expectations, and I was
not disappointed. To make it
even better, Bauman plans on
changing up the scenario every few months so that players like me can come back
and enjoy the fun again.
If you are looking to
have an awesome time with
a group of friends, you can
book a reservation at http://

“I went in with high expectations, and I was not disappointed.”

Emily Gibbens
The Dakota Student
teamwork, logic, and reason
while completing it. There
aren’t a lot of hands-on things
to do that really make you
think outside the box. This
activity is great because anyone from 12 year olds to college students to grandparents
could have fun doing this.
If you haven’t been to the
Grand Forks Escape Room

gfescaperoom.com/.
The Grand Forks Escape
Room is located at 100 N.
3rd Street, Suite 40, Grand
Forks, North Dakota.

Emily Gibbens is a staff writer for
The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
emily.r.gibbens@und.edu.

Cameron’s corner, music review of The Misfits
cameron campbell

contributing writer

“They said it would never
happen…” but on Sunday, September 4, punk rock legends,
The Misfits, took the stage for
the first time since 1983 with
their original line-up.
The Misfits had played a
few shows after the initial in the
“90’s,” but not with founding
member and main singer/songwriter, Glenn Danzig. When
it was announced that Danzig
would be fronting the band
again, the hype around the incredible reunion skyrocketed
the second it was announced.
The Misfits played in Denver for Riot Fest. They also
played at the Chicago Riot Fest
on Sunday, September 18.
When the curtain fell, the
crowd erupted and started
pushing up to the barricades.
The stage setup was one of a
Halloween nightmare, with
the 15 foot tall jack-o-lanterns
glowing as if they had massive
candles in them. They also displayed their iconic band symbol — a skull plastered all over
the stage.
The band stayed true to

their past and came out in
their iconic horror punk outfits. Jerry Only, the bassist,
styled his greased up hair into
a single point that ran down to
his nose. The guitarist, Doyle
Wolfgang VonFrankstien, also
put his hair the same way but
went on stage with white face
paint and no shirt on. Danzig
wore his tight leather costume
and let his long black hair fall
where it wanted.
The punk rockers ended
up playing a 25 song set, which
is impressive given their age
and the pace and energy of
their music.
“I wouldn’t have done it
unless I thought Glenn was really about it,” the bassist said.
“I said, ‘Look, I know every
song, so you pick the songs and
you pick the set. That way you
got the best shot of giving your
best show.’”
Danzig’s choices for songs
boomed through the crowd
and left fans incredibly satisfied
and impressed that they could
still rock.
The setlist consisted of
some of their strongest songs
including: “Last Caress, Where

Eagles Dare, Hybrid Moments
and Die, Die My Darling.”
The band came out swinging
with “Death Comes Rippin”
and closed with “Last Caress.”
Their encore consisted of three
songs: “Bullet, She and The
Night of the Living Dead.”
After watching the videos
and reading the reviews of their
reunion I wish I could have
been there in person. The band
is an iconic group that has left
an impact on many famous
bands such as My Chemical Romance, Foxy Shazam,
Blink-182 and even Metallica.
With their simple progressions and catchy choruses, it
is easy to get into The Misfits.
Anybody who likes rock and
punk should give them a listen.
influences for a lot of modern
bands are in their music.
The only downside to listening to The Misfits is the
recording quality. Since, they
were a part of the late “70’s”
early “80’s” punk scene they
really didn’t care much about
anything. Therefore, the quality of the recordings sounds
like they put a tape recorder
in the middle of the room and

pressed record. But the quality makes no difference in how
many times one will listen to
the songs and how much any
music lover could obsess over
this band.

I recently got my hands
on a vinyl copy of their album
“Static Age” the title says the
sound. When I put the needle
on the record I instantly felt the
power behind the band. The

Misfit songs on this album that
really stuck out to me were:
“Last Caress, Some Kinda
Hate, We are 138 and She.”
“Static Age” is a great starting point for anybody looking
to get into The Misfits. The
album holds the, I don’t care
attitude along with songs that
won’t ever leave your head.
If you do not liking profane language or dark things
in your music than maybe this
band isn’t for you. Just go listen
to “Last Caress,” and you will
know almost instantly if this
band is for you. I know it is for
me.

Editorial Policy

Photos courtesy of highlineballroom.com

The Dakota Student is dedicated to the free exchange of
ideas. Opinion columns and
letters to the editor will not
be edited for content reasons,
except in cases of criminal or
civil liability. The Dakota Student reserves the right to edit
or reject columns or letters
for various reasons. The ideas
expressed in columns and
letters reflect the views of the
writer and do not necessarily
represent the opinion of the
staff of the Dakota Student.
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Photos from Potato Bowl weekend

Photo by Nick Nelson/ The Dakota Student

President Mark Kennedy speaks with the Pride of the North marching band director Robert
Brooks prior to the Potato Bowl parade on Saturday, September 17, 2016.

Photo by Nick Nelson/ The Dakota Student

ND Champions Club members choose entrees and desserts during a fan luncheon celebrating
the legacy of the Potato Bowl on Friday, September 16, 2016.

Photo by Daniel Yun/ The Dakota Student
Patrick Traynor (left) and Ryan Ames (right) were among the student athletes serving french fries during the Potato Bowl french fry feed at University Park on Thursday, September 15,
2016.

Photo by Nick Nelson/ The Dakota Student
Members of the UND Pride of the North marching band warm up before the Potato Bowl
Parade on Saturday, September 17, 2016.

Photo by Alley Stroh/ The Dakota Student
Members of the UND football team celebrate after their Potato Bowl victory over the University of South Dakota at the Alerus Center on Saturday, September 17, 2016.

Photo by Nick Nelson/ The Dakota Student
Members of the UND women’s basketball team cheer during the Potato Bowl football game
against the University of South Dakota at the Alerus Center on Saturday, September 17,
2016.
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The French Fry Feed was underpopulated this year

UND students enjoying the fries during the French Fry Feed last Thursday, September 15th.

Amanda Hefner
The Dakota Student
Grand Forks has a historically rich and beautiful
relationship with potatoes.
In fact, the relationship
goes back for more than 50
years, which is the main reason why the city of Grand
Forks takes an entire week
to celebrate one of the largest potato growing regions
in the United States.
The celebration of Potato Bowl week was at full
speed last Thursday night
as the 51st annual french
fry feed, courtesy the J.R.
Simplot Co., took place in
University Park.

The mouthwatering aroma of fresh cut fries filled
the air as organizers of the
world’s largest French Fry
Feed geared up to serve a total of 5,070 pounds of fries
to the hungry fans gathered
in the park.
In addition to the free
fries, the feed featured live
entertainment, meet and
greet with UND football
players and staff, a french
fry eating contest and Potato
Bowl mascot, “Potato Bowl
Pete.”
The French fry feed is
something many students
and members of the community look forward to every fall, and this year, it is es-

timated that over two and a
half tons of french fries were
consumed.
However, unlike previous french fry feeds which
were always enormously
popular, Thursday night
hosted an unusually light
crowd.
The french fry feed typically gathers thousands of
people to the park —with
tremendous crowds and
lines for fries— but Thursday night’s feed ended up
catering to an underwhelming amount of people who
were mostly steered away by
weather concerns.
“I was a little disappointed this year The weather

Photo by Amanda Hefner/The Dakota Student
Amanda shows off her fries while showing the crowd in front of her.

wasn’t great and I didn’t feel
like there was a big crowd,”
UND senior Josie Thomas
said. “There’s usually huge
lines that take forever, but
this year I was able to walk
right up and get my friends
with no wait.”
Grand Forks residents
were expected to eat their
way to a new community
record during the feed, but
ended up falling short of the
goal.
Last year, 5,220 pounds
of fries were served beating
the old record set in 2014 by
90 pounds.
This year, the feed ended
up serving 5,070 pounds of
fries — 150 pounds short of

Photo by Daniel Yun/The Dakota Student

the record that was set last
year.
Todd Phelps, the Potato
Bowl chairman for the past
eight years, said there were
plenty of potatoes on hand
to feed the usual crowd and
shatter the record set last
year, however, he believes
the overcast weather and the
rain kept away the necessary
crowd to put away the potatoes.
“Because of weather the
crowd was a little light,”
Phelps said. “We normally
have thousands of people in
the park.”
Besides the lower than
usual turnout, smiles and
laughter could still be seen

and heard all around the
park as children, adults, and
students indulged in baskets
of free fries.
“Our overall goal is to
spread the word that the potato is a healthy vegetable
and can be enjoyed in many
forms,” Phelps said. “Regardless of the weather, I believe this event continuously
helps people from Grand
Forks, East Grand Forks
and surrounding communities love potatoes and join
together to celebrate Potato
Bowl week.”

Amanda Hefner is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student. She
can be reached at
amanda.hefner@und.edu

Photo by Daniel Yun/The Dakota Student
Simplot workers provide fries for the French Fry Feed.

Athletes are welcomed into the new season
Nick Sallen
The Dakota Student

There were plenty of activities for UND sports fans
to enjoy this past weekend,
whether it was the fan luncheon on Friday, the comefrom-behind football win
on Saturday or the hockey
fan fest on Sunday.
The fan luncheon at the
Alerus Center buzzed with
excitement all afternoon as
athletes signed autographs
and an in-depth question
and answer session gave
fans all the more reason to
have high expectations this
fall and winter. Meals were
provided for by the Sioux
Booster Club.
“I was excited to learn
more about the players and

“I was excited to learn more about the players and
coaches, what they’ve been working on in the offseason
and how it will translate into more wins this season.”

Cole Johnson

UND sports fan and Grand Forks resident
coaches, what they’ve been
working on in the offseason,
and how it will translate
into more wins this season,”
said Cole Johnson, a Grand
Forks resident and avid
UND sports fan.
There will be a fan luncheon every two weeks
which is open to all UND
alumni and fans. After Oct.

7, the location will move to
the Ralph Engelstad Arena
Main Lobby.
On Sunday, The UND
men’s and women’s hockey
teams held their eighth annual Fan Fest. The NCAA
defending
championship
men’s team held a skills session for children in up to
eighth grade. These UND

athletes also talked about
the upcoming season in
which both teams are projected to be leaders in their
own conferences.
Midco Sports Network
provided a free lunch to
fans. Those who came early
received a North Dakota
knit beanie. UND sports
fans also had the opportuni-

ty to take their picture with
the 2016 national championship trophy, sign up for
Jr. Champions activities,
ride the zamboni and pick
up free promotional items
such as sports calendars.
The women’s hockey
team’s first game is against
Mercyhurst on Friday Sept.
30 at 6:00 p.m. in Erie, Pa.
The men’s hockey team
will play their first game as
an exhibition against Manitoba on Saturday, Oct 1 in
the Ralph Englestad Arena
at 7:07 p.m.

Nick Sallen is the editor-incheif for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
nicholas.sallen@und.edu

THEDAKOTASTUDENT
The Dakota
Student welcomes
all new students to
UND.
We are hiring! Print
out an application
from our website
and inquire within
the memorial
union basement.
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The EAA throws annual fly-in and hog roast
Declan Hoffman
The Dakota Student

In celebration of
grassroots
American
aviation, the Experimental Aircraft Association (EAA) has been
inspiring the weekend
warriors of the sky since
it’s inception in 1953.
Mostly consisting of an
older, male-dominated
demographic among the
association’s
180,000
members
worldwide,
UND students are determined to change that
long-set
reputation,
maybe even making a
few new friends along
the way.
A short, 2,500-foot
grass strip just north of
Grand Forks in Manvel,
N.D. was the location of
the group’s annual fly-in
and hog roast at Heyde
Field Saturday morning. Members flew in
old and new aircraft, in
formation and solo on
their way to the weekend
camp-out.
Tents were pitched,
and the campfire was set
for a night away from all
the stressors of college,
especially the highly
structured UND flight
training outline that
many aerospace students
can find to be overwhelming at times.
“It can get a little rigorous with all the structure in the training environment and this a fun
way to come out with
your friends and remember why you got into
flying in the first place,”
EAA 1342 president

The fly-in and hog roast was held in Manvel on Saturday, September 17th.

Trevor Hancock said.
While it is not directly
sponsored by the university, UND’s EAA chapter
1342 is comprised exclusively of past or present
UND staff and students.
The idea to create a
similar chapter has never produced the same
amount of excitement or
success among an intercollegiate aviation university anywhere else in
the world.
“For a chapter to be
successful, you need to
have social media communications to get people to know about it in
the first place, that’s why
it’s been so big this year,”
EAA member Swayne
Martin said. “Even
something as simple as
making a video about
last year’s event ended up

getting around 25,000
views on YouTube so
when it comes to EAA,
this chapter is now nationally recognized as the
youngest and most successful EAA chapter in
the country.”
Meeting with members from local EAA
chapters outside of UND
is a large motivation for
some members to get
involved with 1342 to
further their knowledge
inside and outside of
aviation.
“What’s great about
EAA, especially for
UND students, is you
get to meet with the other pilots from around the
community. When you’re
just with a UND group,
you only meet with
UND students, which
is important, but it’s

nice being able to interact with other pilots and
learn their perspectives,”
EAA 1342 vice-president
Connor Bechtel said.
One of the highlights
of the year for EAA
members at UND is taking part in the Young
Eagles Flight program.
The event is sponsored
by EAA and carried out
by individual chapters
and its members.
Chapter 1342 alone
took 175 kids flying
between Grafton and
Crookston, N.D. last
year.
“Young Eagles is a
program with EAA dedicated to taking young
kids flying, many, if not
most, of whom have never been flying before and
are going up for the first
time in a small, general

Photo courtesy by Wes Van Dell

aviation airplanes, which
is a really fun way to give
back to the aviation community and inspire other
pilots,” Martin said.
In Odegard room 114
were over 120 potential
members, all collegeaged aviators, male and
female, at this years interest meeting, a number
significantly higher than
anyone involved with the
group has ever attested to
seeing.
“EAA has brought a
lot of people together.
When I started my freshman year it was nowhere
near this big. Now the
group has grown to over
100 people at the last
meeting, getting people
interested in the general
aviation side of flying,”
EAA member Allison
Hunt said.

For everyone involved, there’s a distinct
purpose that has specifically driven him or her to
choose to continue with
the organization, but at
the root of them all is
one common reason.
“EAA has pushed me
as an individual to get
out of my comfort zone
as I progressed through
the leadership roles to
President. I never saw
myself doing this when
I first started at UND,
but as part of the bigger picture, it’s given me
a great group of friends
and memories through
all the events we’ve taken
part in over the years,”
Hancock said.
Declan Hoffman is a staff writer
for The Dakota Student. He
can be reached at
delcan.hoffman@und.edu

UND deans take bus tour this fall
Matt Eidson
The Dakota Student

UND deans bus tour of
North Dakota is set for Sept.
20-21
The goal is for UND’s
deans to listen, learn about the
state, find ways to partner and
build bridges toward collaborations
In an effort to better understand the needs of North
Dakota and to improve collaboration among North Dakota
University System (NDUS) institutions, the academic deans at
the University of North Dakota
will take part in a two-day tour
of the state next week, visiting
colleges and meeting with community members, alumni and
other stakeholders.
The goal is for UND’s deans
to listen, learn about the state,
find ways to partner and build
bridges toward collaborations.
In this tour, the group of deans
will visit three academic institutions: Lake Region State College in Devils Lake, Bismarck
State College and United Tribes
Technical College in Bismarck.
The deans also will attend an alumni event, meet
with NDUS Chancellor Mark
Hagerott and his leadership
team, and conduct individual
meetings with other stakeholders across the state.
Tour coordinators from
UND hope that this is only a
start and would like to repeat
the tour and visit other colleges
and communities in the future.
Here is the itinerary for this
tour:
Day 1 – Tuesday, September
20, 2016

Photo courtesy of UND’s College of Engineering

Dean Hesham El-Rewini and staff in front of bus used for prior bus tours.

Summary: Wake up to
UND in Grand Forks, Visits to
small NDUS campus or ND
Tribal College, Alumni Reception in Bismarck

(Special Note: Wake Up to UND/
Chamber Breakfast will be held at
7:30 a.m. at the Memorial Union
on Sept. 20. Tour departure following that event.)

7:00 a.m. Dean Williams
may pick up Suburban at UND
Transportation Services
7:30 a.m. Wake Up to
UND. Sponsored by UND and
the Chamber
9:15 a.m. Meet in the small
parking lot east of Swanson and
west of the parking ramp that

is located on the corner of Columbia Road and 2nd Avenue
North
9:30 a.m. Depart Grand
Forks
11:00 a.m. Briefing and
Tour at Lake Region State
College: Doug Darling,
President, Lloyd Halvorson, VP
Academic and Student Affairs,
Dan Johnson, Registrar/Professor Emeritus, John Cowger,
Campus Director-Grand Forks
Air Force Base, Brandi Nelson,
Director of Instructional Services, Stephanie Shock, Director
of Student Services, Andy
Wakeford, Online Education
Advisor

12:00 noon Quick lunch in
Devils Lake (TBD)
1:00 p.m. Depart Devils
Lake. Short break on the way to
Bismarck (location TBD)
4:15 p.m. Arrive in Bismarck. Check-in to AmericInn
Hotel -3235 State Street,
Bismarck
5:00 p.m. UND Alumni
Event – Montana Dakota Utilities (MDU), 1200 W Century
Ave, Building #3 (Last build-

ing, farthest North, located in the
Brightside Room)

7:15 p.m. Conclude
Alumni Event
7:30 p.m. Dinner Reserva-

tions at 40 Steak + Seafood
1401 E Interchange Ave,
Bismarck, ND 58501
9:30 p.m. Return to Hotel
Day 2 – Wednesday, September 21, 2016
Summary: Bismarck – Tour
of Bismarck State College, State
Capitol tour and United Tribes
Technical College tour
7:30 a.m.
Check out
of hotel / load bus
8:00 a.m. Breakfast and
Meet & Greet at Bismarck State
College, NECE 335
8:20 a.m. Virtual Tour,
NECE 335
8:30 a.m. Campus Tour

NECE Labs LEA Hall Student
Union
9:30 a.m. Open discussion,
Alumni Room
10:30 a.m. Adjourn –
Travel to State Capitol Building
11:00 a.m. Meeting with
Chancellor Mark Hagerott at
State Capitol, Ground Floor,
Fort Totten Room
12:00 noon Lunch near
Capitol Building (Suggestion:
The Walrus-1136 N. 3rd Street)
1:30 p.m. United Tribes
Technical College, Student
Services Conference Room:
Sheridan McNeil – Director of
Career & Technical Education
William (Bill) Gourneau
– Vice President of Campus
Services
Leah Hamann – Director of
Extended Learning & Teacher
Ed Faculty
Jeremy Guinn – Chair of
Tribal Environmental Science
Erik Cutler – Chair of
Business Management
Mike Wetsch – Chair of
Criminal Justice
Sherry Messmer – Nursing
Faculty
DeLana Wendland – Vice
President of Student Services
Lisa Azure – Vice President
of Academic Affairs & Chair of
Teacher Ed
3:00 p.m. Depart Bismarck
7:00 p.m. Arrive in Grand
Forks

Matt Eidson is the opinion
editor for The Dakota Student.
He can be reached at
stewart.eidson@und.edu
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the left.
Those who engage
in this behavior are not
unknown to you. In the
Tribune alone, you can
discern their beliefs in the
vitriolic writings of these
alleged journalists.
I must admit that classifying them as journalists
is somewhat of a misnomer. After all, they are
only stenographers who
regurgitate those beliefs
which their masters on
the left provide to them
on a daily basis, and to
which they also agree.
Integrity, truth, honesty are not the hallmarks
of those who adhere to
the tenets of the social
progressive left and thus
are not reflected in their
characters, writings or approach to life.
It is indeed unfortunate that such a cherished
right of a free people has
been reduced to nothing
more than an advocate for

a political position which
will ultimately contribute
to our free nation’s eventual demise.

Earl O’Connell can be
reached at
earl.oconnell@aol.com
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One of the fundamental beliefs of our founding
fathers was the need for an
impartial, honest, factual
press which would accurately report the news to
the public in order that
we would be fully aware
as to what was happening
within the nation, especially as it relates to our
national government and
the maintenance of individual freedom.
So noble and sacred
a belief was it that it was
incorporated within the
First Amendment to
the Constitution of the
United States, along with
freedom of religion and
speech.
Unfortunately, that
ideal was never reached
and, today, the mainstream press, both written and spoken, is anything but.
The media today has
been corrupted to the
point that it advocates
for one political point of
view over that of another.
It regularly engages in
anti-American, anti- freedom, vitriolic attacks on
our national beliefs in the
form of lies, innuendo
and outright distortion of
facts.
Presented with actual
truth, they readily discard
it in favor of the political propaganda that emanates from their social
progressive masters on

...........

l
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Third time’s the charm for Fighting Hawks football

Double overtime showdown against border rival USD brings UND’s first win of the season
Allyson Bento
The Dakota Student

In an nail-biting double
overtime match up between
UND and USD, the
Fighting Hawks were able
to find their first win of the
season.
“Our guys stuck with
it and came away with a
positive result,” UND head
coach Bubba Schweigert
said. “I was proud of the

resolve we showed.”
The first quarter both
teams was spent feeling out
their opponents as USD
grabbed a 3-0 lead on a
successful field goal attempt
by Miles Bergner from the
35 yard line just shy of the
half way point of the first
quarter.
UND’s first scoring
play came with under a
minute left in the first as
junior Defensive Back,

Cole Reyes, ran for a 33yard interception return and
kicker Reid Taubenheim
added the extra point for
a 7-3 lead after the first
quarter.
The Hawks added a
single touchdown in the
second quarter from an
11-yard pass from UND
Quarterback
Keaton
Studsrud and it would be
the last time that UND
would hold a lead over their

opponents 6-14.
Schweigert and the
Hawks had adjustments to
make if they were going to
stand a chance after allowing
the Coyotes to put 21
unanswered points on the
board.
“We had a stretch there
in the second quarter that
was not how we want to play
football and they came out
and really put us in a hole
with that opening drive

Quarterback, Keaton Studsrud broke the overtime tension as he carried 1-yard for a touchdown.

after halftime,” Schweigert
said. “But we found a way to
make some plays down the
stretch and do just enough
to get it into overtime.”
The Coyotes kept the
Hawks quiet through the
third quarter allowing for
a single field goal from
Taubenheim for a deficit
34-17 heading into the final
quarter, there was no sense
of panic from Schweigert,
who had faith his team

would find their grove.
“We were never in panic.
I was really proud of our
guys,” Schweigert said. “We
played pretty good defense
after giving up that drive to
start the second half.”
Finding that energy
they so desperately needed,
UND posted 20 unanswered
points in the fourth quarter
to stun the Coyotes.
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Cutting into the Coyotes
lead, UND touchdown from
junior Defensive Back Deion
Harris who took a 33 yard interception return to move the
score within a single point,
34-33, as Taubenheim kicked
for the extra point to settle the
score at 34-34.
“You can’t ever lose faith in
a game or you’re setting yourself up for failure,” sophomore
running back, John Santiago
said. “Coming out in the second half, we all believed we
could come back.”
Regulation time would
run to zero and the two teams
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would head into overtime play
where fans would gear up for a
rollercoaster of emotions.
On the first play in over-

USD brought the score
into their favour with a 37yard field goal for the 44-41
lead.

review of the play showed that
a single yard stood between
UND and victory.
The Hawks needed two

right end of the scoreboard,”
Schweigert said. “Our guys felt
good about winning the game.
We feel better about ourselves

“I’m kind of sick of the close games, we came up short last week. We got
in the same situation this week, and we made the most of it.”
Keaton Studsrud
UND Quarterback
time, Santiago ran the ball
for 25 yards for a promising
advantage. As the crowd began to erupt with excitement
USD mirrored Santiago’s performance and squared up the
score bringing the fans back
into focus.

More than ever, the Hawks
needed to find that repeat performance from Santiago for a
touchdown and that is what
they thought they had. Santiago carried the ball from the
5-yard line for what looked to
be the end of the game, but a

more solid plays to find the
end zone as Studsrud carried it
in from inside the 1-yard line
and that sign of relief as the
crowd celebrated and the players flooded the field.
“Our locker room sure was
different when you’re on the

because we got a win.”
Finally in the win column,
starting Quarterback, Keaton
Studsrud, is still looking for
change.
“I’m kind of sick of the
close games,” Studsrud said.
“We came up short last week.

We got in the same situation
this week, and we made the
most of it.”
Another successful Potato
Bowl is now in the books for
both the football program and
the fans, as they recorded the
highest attendance since 2009
with an outstanding 11,477 in
official attendance.
The Fighting Hawks will
now take their winning energy back onto the road to face
Montana State this Saturday
in Bozeman, Mont. for a 3
p.m. kick off.

Allyson Bento is the sports
editor for The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
allysonmarie.bento@und.edu

Bubba sets plans in motion for a successful season

Head coach Schweigert speaks to the keys to success for his 2016 football squad

Photos by Alley Stroh/ The Dakota Student

Head coach Bubba Schweigert looking down the road to a successful season

Adam Gunderman
The Dakota Student
When Bubba Schweigert
took over as the head coach of
UND football, the program was
coming off a three win season.
UND was transitioning to
Division 1, and struggling.
Since Schweigert has become
head coach, the team has shown
improvement. The Hawks first
year under his guidance went
5-7 in 2014. The next season,
the team held a 7-4 record, and
were one of the last teams to

“When you have that, and you come to work everyday,
you’re gonna get better.”

Bubba Schweigert
UND Football head coach

get eliminated by the selection
committee.
The Hawks have not gotten
off to a great start this season,
they’re 1-2, but the team picked
up a huge come-from-behind
victory of the USD Coyotes last
Saturday.

Schweigert envisions the
program as perennial contenders.
That is the team’s ultimate goal.
“We have a simple goal: We
want to be Big Sky champions
every year,” Schweigert said.
“That’s what we work hard
for in the winter, spring and

summer time for. When you’re
conference champs, you get an
automatic bid into the playoffs,
and a chance to be national
champions.”
Each year, his teams have
improved, and moved towards
that goal. Last season, the Hawks

got snubbed by the playoff
selection committee. This year,
the team hopes to not have their
playoff chances decided by the
committee.
The squad this year is
different from other years.
This is not something that is
unusual. However, this team has
also shown even more grit and
determination this year than we
have seen in years past.
“I really love our football
team this year because they
come to work everyday, and
they really have a desire to get
better,” Schweigert said. “When
you have that, and you come to
work everyday, you’re gonna get
better.”
Even in their losses, they
have shown their never-give-up
attitude. The first game, they lost
to Stony Brook. The team put
together their longest drive of the
day on their last possession and
were close tom completing the
comeback. The next week, when
down 21-10 at half, the Fighting
Hawks didn’t quit and would’ve
potentially won the game with a
good two-point conversion.
This last weekend, the
Fighting Hawks scored 17 points
in the fourth quarter to tie up the
game and send it to overtime.
Many fans had already headed
home, but the Hawks will to win
never left the Alerus Center.
Schweigert has coached in a
few different places in his career.
His first coaching job with UND
started in 1989, when he was an
assistant coach. Now as head
coach, and 17 years later, he has
seen change in the program.
“Now we focus more on
things going on at practice, and

things going on on the field,”
Schweigert said. “For a long
time, we had to harp and stress
on things just in our day-today operations. We don’t forget
about those things, but now we
don’t have to constantly be on
the guys on how we practice, and
how we conduct ourselves.”
While the program had
stumbled a bit before Schweigert
came, the tradition of UND
football has always been there.
Schweigert wants to continue
and build on that tradition.
“We’ve always had great
tradition at UND football. We’ve
had a number of good players
and a lot of good people around
this program,” Schweigert said.
Leave no doubt, Schwiegert
has high aspirations for the
program.
“When we got here, we
just felt like we had to do some
things a bit differently and make
some changes,” Schweigert said.
“The vision for us is very simple:
everything we do, and everything
we decide to do is to get us
moving in that direction of a Big
Sky championship. Everything
in their (players) day-to-day
operations has to be with that
vision in mind.”
The
Fighting
Hawks
continue their journey towards
a Big Sky championship this
Saturday, September 24th, in
Bozeman, Montana to take on
the Montana State Bobcats.

Adam Gunderman is a staff
writer for The Dakota Student. He can be reached at
adam.gunderman@und.edu
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John Santiago

Dashing beyond expectations

Sophomore running back builds off an impressive freshman season
Allyson Bento
The Dakota Student
Walking off the field
after practice, there may
be an extra skip in his step,
but John Santiago reassures
everyone that he still has a
good head on his shoulders.
The sophomore running
back returns to his starting
position for UND this year
after a stellar freshman
season. Santiago collected
accolades from STATS inc.,
Associated Press and Big
Sky along with breaking
two UND football records
and shattering numerous
personal goals.
STATS inc. and AP
named Santiago to the
second-team All-American
honors, while Big Sky named
him to first-team all-Big Sky
along with the co-Big Sky
freshman of the year.
His debut with UND
was a charmed one to say the
least, and now heading into
his second year as starter for
the Fighting Hawks, he is
ready to prove that the sky is
the limit for him.
“I just want to keep the
mentality that I had last
year,” Santiago said. “Last
year I felt like I was focusing
on my game more than
anything else and just let the
distractions fly by me and
push even harder.”
While
the
Hawks
struggled on the road for the
first two games of the season,
Santiago took note and
understands that changes
need to happen if they want
to be successful.
“Our first two opponents
were pretty tough but that’s
not an excuse for us, we
just have to work out things
make those adjustments and
work on our craft,” Santiago
said. “We basically got a
whole new team in the last
year so we got a lot of new
people but we’re confident
about who we have up front,
and the men we have on the
field.”
Heading into the Potato

Bowl UNDs record was a flat
0-2, and Santiago was still
pushing for a better personal
performance, crediting the
things that worked last year

“Well just keep the
same mentality as last year,”
Santiago said. “I just got to
fix some of the little things
that as a first year starter I

and work week-to-week.”
Opening up their season
at the Alerus Center, the fans
are a big part of football and
for Santiago the fans support

“Last year I felt like I was focusing on my game more than
anything else, and I just let the distractions fly by me and
push even harder.”

John Santiago
UND Running Back

as the stepping-stones he
used to shape his sophomore
game plan.

would do so really polish
things up on my game.
Come out and keep fighting

does not go unnoticed as
he explains that it’s hard
not to be affected by the

environment that he plays in.
“Just having our home
support behind us, having
the fans on our side,”
Santiago said. “We just got
to keep focus and play hard
like we always do.”
With the performance
and recognition Santiago
received from his freshman
year, he has now claimed
a coveted spot as one of
the prominent faces of the
football program. Remaining
as humble as can be he made
sure to give credit to the team
as a whole being the reason
that he is where he is today.
“I don’t like to consider
myself the face of the

program because we’re all a
team,” Santiago said. “It’s
cool to be noticed for my
accolades, but I need to keep
my mind on straight and not
let those things get to my
head and focus on the game.”
Santiago has set the bar
high; his sophomore season
will be an uphill battle
against his own personal
records in hopes of breaking
them and setting new ones.

Allyson Bento is the sports editor for The Dakota Student.
She can be reached at
allysonmarie.bento@und.edu

Top: Illustrated by Vitoria Faccin/ The Dakota Student
Bottom: Nick Nelson/The Dakota Student
Top: Santiago set new records for single-season rushing and all-purpose yardage in his freshman year
Bottom: The Sophomore running back credits his teammates for a major contribution to his successes last season

Schedule

W VOLLEYBALL

W TENNIS

M FOOTBALL

W SOFTBALL

W SOCCER

UND VS. SOUTHERN
UTAH

GOPHER
INVITATIONAL

UND @ MONTANA
STATE

UND VS. MAYVILLE
STATE

UND @ WEBER STATE

7 p.m. 9/22 UND

9/23 MINNEAPOLIS,
MN

3 p.m. 9/24 BOZEMAN, MONT.

11 a.m. 9/25 UND

1 p.m. 9/25 OGDEN,
UTAH

